LexisNexis® Automobile Liability Insurance Reporting System

Focus resources on growing your business
instead of running in circles over compliance.

As more states move toward online
verification models, LexisNexis® Automobile
Liability Insurance Reporting System (ALIRtS®)
remains the insurance industry’s end-to-end
solution for mandatory automobile liability
coverage reporting to state motor vehicle
departments (DMVs).
LexisNexis ALIRtS leverages a single data submission
from your company to help you:
Minimize IT costs
By using your existing LexisNexis® Current Carrier®
data feed, ALIRtS eliminates the need to develop and
maintain an internal automobile liability insurance
reporting system capable of reporting to states and
managing error and verification data.
Reduce compliance risk
We facilitate compliance in a dynamic regulatory
environment by monitoring requirements and adjusting

our ALIRtS solution to reflect state-mandated changes in
reporting formats, transmission protocols, data content
and filing frequency.
Streamline processes
Our ALIRtS VIN Correction process provides correction
information, when available, for vehicle identification
numbers (VINs) that have been rejected by states and
produces consolidated error and submission reports.

Supporting compliance so you can
focus on business
ALIRtS enables insurance carriers to focus on their
business process by helping them meet the mandatory
automobile liability coverage reporting requirements of
state DMVs.

The ALIRtS compliance solution:
•A
 nalyzes data contributed to our Current Carrier
database to identify reportable events such as a
new policy, the addition of a vehicle or a change in
insurance carriers.
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ALIRtS is an automated compliance solution that can be deployed rapidly in traditional and online verification environments.

•C
 onsolidates verification requests and errors from
different states in a standardized format.
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•O
 ffers detailed error analysis, which significantly
reduces the number of state-returned errors.
• I nterfaces directly with VIN Services to provide
corrected VINs.
•A
 llows states to verify insurance coverage online in
real time.
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Subscribing carriers can take advantage of
the ALIRtS web portal to:
•V
 iew activity reports and statistics regarding
state transactions.
• Review and manage verification requests and errors.
• Track a specific vehicle or VIN, including its history.
•L
 earn which vehicles or policies have been the subject
of state queries and whether the response was verified
or unverified.
•A
 utomate and expedite suspension clearance,
verification response and error resolution.
• Serve as a single point of contact for all state issues.
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Reporting requirements—including the type of data, their format
and how often they are submitted—vary widely from state to state.

For more information:
Call 800.458.9197 or email
insurance.sales@lexisnexis.com
About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk) is a leader in providing
essential information that helps customers across all industries and government
predict, assess and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique data
and advanced scoring analytics, we provide products and services that address
evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of
security and privacy. LexisNexis Risk Solutions is part of Reed Elsevier, a leading
publisher and information provider that serves customers in more than 100
countries with more than 30,000 employees worldwide.
Our insurance solutions assist insurers with automating and improving the
performance of critical workflow processes to reduce expenses, improve service
and position customers for growth.

The ALIRtS services are not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and
do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, the ALIRtS service may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining
eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another purpose in connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA. Current Carrier is a consumer
reporting agency product provided by LexisNexis Risk Solutions and may only be accessed in compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681, et seq. Due
to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is
sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data,
as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before
relying on any data, it should be independently verified. LexisNexis, Lexis, Nexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc.,
used under license. ALIRtS and Current Carrier are registered trademarks of LexisNexis Risk Solutions Inc. Other products and services may be trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2011 LexisNexis. All rights reserved. NXR01354-1 0811

